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From Our Rabbi  

                                                           
Shalom Temple B’nai Jacob  
family,  
 
On March 27th, we are going to 
enter one of the most important 
holidays of the Jewish calendar, 
Passover. This holiday is so        
important because in it we came 
out from slavery to freedom and 
received the Torah and all of its 
commandments at Mt. Sinai. 
 
There are several names for the 
holiday of Passover and they all 
have a different meaning:  
 

 Chag Hamatzot  חג המצות
This name as we can hear in     
Hebrew literally means - The     
holiday of the Matzot, the         
unleavened bread that our        
ancestors ate in their rush to get 
out of Egypt. They did not have 
the time to wait for the dough to 
rise, and so they made unleavened 
bread. Until today, it is forbidden 
for the making of a Matzah to take 
more than 18 minutes.  

 
 Chag Haaviv  חג האביב

The name Chag Haaviv literally 
means - The holiday of the Spring. 
We celebrate the season of spring  

 
 
 
 
 
 
with its renewal and flowering     
after the long and harsh winter 
months. And indeed, in the land of 
Israel, we start to see the trees 
and plants bloom for Passover.  
  

 Chag Hapesach -  חג הפסח
This name commemorates the 
Passover of the Angel of Death 
over the houses of the Children of 
Israel on the night of the death of 
the firstborn. The Jewish children 
did not die because their parents 
smothered blood from the        
sacrificial lamb over the doorposts 
of their houses.  
 
Chag Hachirot חג החירות  -  
The holiday of Freedom. This name 
for Passover celebrates the      
freedom that the Children of Israel 
were given when they finally left 
Egypt. We need to remember that 
they were slaves in Egypt for over 
400 years and that for             
generations upon generations the 
Jewish people in Egypt were in a 
state of captivity until Passover 
came and they finally got to be 
free.  
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 Chag Hachirot -  חג החירות
The holiday of Freedom. This name for Passover celebrates the freedom that 
the Children of Israel were given when they finally left Egypt. We need to   
remember that they were slaves in Egypt for over 400 year 

 
 

 Chag Hageolah -  חג הגאולה
The Redemption holiday. Passover is being called that because of the         
redemption that we had when GOD let us out from slavery into freedom. 
There are some who believe that future redemption to the Jewish people will 
happen on Passover as well.  
 
As we can see, Passover has different meanings and different names. But 
one motif is always there - Going from slavery into freedom. Sometimes we 
too feel like we are living in a state of slavery to our jobs, our homes, or the 
things that we have in life. Passover is a good time to clean our heads and 
clear our minds from what is clogging it and start a new slate with our-
selves. Passover is a time of renewal and flowering and I think that it is the 
best time for us to find ways to renew ourselves and open our hearts and 
souls to the good that we have in life and to the freedoms that we often 
take for granted.  
 
Wishing you a healthy and meaningful Passover,  
 
Chag Pesach Sameach,  
 
Rabbi Peled  

 

 SAVE THE DATES FOR THE FOLLOWING WOMEN’S LEAGUE  

MEETINGS: 

SUNDAY, MARCH 21 

SUNDAY, APRIL 25 
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Women’s League Book Club 
 

May 2 - THIRD DAUGHTER  
 

 
  

 

Temple B’nai Jacob of Wellington is a Conservative, egalitarian        
synagogue serving the Western communities of Palm Beach          

County. Temple B’nai Jacob seeks to inspire each member to become 
more deeply connected to his or her Jewish identity by providing       
relevant worship experiences, life-long educational experiences,       

opportunities for social action, and a connection to Jewish culture. We 
are a diverse and multi-generational congregation committed to serving 

as a center for contemporary Jewish life. 
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This year we had to get creative so that the Hebrew School students could have a 
great virtual Tu’B’Shevat experience. 

 
First we put the apricots, figs, and dates in small baggies and labeled each one with 

their Hebrew name. 
 

Additionally, we included raisin boxes, wheat crackers, nuts, and small oranges. 
 

Along with Joseph Grossman and Rabbi Peled we put together a great virtual  
Tu’B’Shevat Seder for the children and congregation. 

 
It was a great experience to prepare for Tu’B’Shevat Seder for the Hebrew School  

students. 
Where there is a will there is a way.  

 
We hope that next year we can all together in person! 

 

Lenore Glickman 
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  Message from our Co- President 
 
We are celebrating Purim now, a time when we 
celebrate the survival of the Jews of Shushan 
due to the bravery of Esther and Mordecai (and 
Vashti). And just weeks after that is Passover, a 
holiday dedicated to celebrating our freedom 
from slavery in Egypt. Both holidays celebrate 
people doing what they can to make the world a 
better place, working together, to help others.  
What a nexus for the times we are going through 
now.  
Despite political upheaval, there are those that 
stand up for what is right. With an overwhelming 
onslaught of COVID victims, the doctors, nurses, 
front line workers, and so many others work on. 
Scientists around the world are sharing and   
comparing and developing multiple vaccines, all 
with the expectation that working together is    
better than working alone. The grocery clerks, 
the teachers, the parents – everyone is doing the 
best they can to not only survive, but also to 
make this time we are going through just a little 
bit better.  And now the latest weather disasters - 
so many people without water and power. But 
just as in other previous times of great need,   
volunteers and donations are pouring in,         
notwithstanding their own economic hardships. I 
truly feel spring is upon us (despite 
Punxsutawney Phil’s prediction), with all the 
hope and good will that it brings. 
COVID infection rates are going down and vac-
cination rates are going up. Many of our TBJ 
members, family and friends have already re-
ceived their initial vaccine, with several more 
having received both doses. We feel confident 
enough to re-open shul to in-person services, 
with the existing safety precautions that currently 
exist, i.e., social distance, mask wearing, temper 

 
 
 
ature taking, modified and abbreviated service, 
etc.  And for those who have not participated in a 
while, our Zoom services have improved         
dramatically. Members who attend virtually       
actually participate, are given honors as if they 
were attending in-person services, including     
Aliyot for Torah readings, and we now have the 
ability to say Kaddish and provide names for 
Refuah Shelaymah (get well wishes). There have 
been some inspiring family services, with kids of 
all ages participating and showing their            
enthusiasm for prayer.  We are still able to 
schmooze with friends after the Zoom services, 
but just the knowledge that we are overcoming 
this tragic disease and we will be able to          
celebrate again in person soon, is life affirming.  
To that end, we hope to see you soon – either in 
person or through the continued use of          
technology. We will leave both options open to 
ensure everyone feels comfortable in              
participating.  
This is truly such a time of hope! I wish you all a 
fun and celebratory Purim and a meaningful and 
festive Pesach. Stay vigilant and stay safe.  
Fondly, 
 

Rebecca 
 

 

THE VOICE 
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Sale of Hametz Form, please return to office no later than Thursday, 
March 25, 2021 
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When pre-planning for your cemetery and funeral needs, 

Call Alex Gurevich: 954-253-3600 
Eternal Light Memorial Gardens-Beth Israel Memorial Chapel. 

 
Friends and members of Temple B’nai Jacob receive special      

discounted rates. 
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To honor or remember a birthday,  
anniversary, graduation, memory or any  

special occasion sponsor a virtual Oneg or/and 
Kiddush 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Friday night  Virtual Oneg for $63.00  
Saturday Shabbat Virtual Kiddush for $90.00  

Oneg and Kiddush for $144 
 
 

Please contact our Temple office if you would 
like to sponsor a virtual  Oneg or Kiddush at           

561-793-4347 

SISTERHOOD JUDAICA SHOP   
 

We have ritual items: mezuzot and Mezuza 
scrolls (klafim), candlesticks, menorahs, 

kippot, tallit clips, yads, memorial candles, 
as well as jewelry, gift and novelty items. 
 

Ella Bender 
561-656-1916 

See us on the 
Temple Website  
and Facebook 

Help us replenish the local food pantry 

Keep in mind that the local food pantry is depleted. Please bring the  
unused items to the Temple office. We are preparing boxes for donations. 
 
They are in need of: 
 Canned chicken  
 Canned tuna, 
 Canned soups  
 Canned green beans  
 Canned baked beans  
 Peanut butter  
 Jelly 
 Toilet paper. 

 
Thank you for your help! 
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MEMORIAL DONATIONS  from 12/21/20 to 2/23/21 

Bank, Florine in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Bank, Florine in Memory of Mayer Setton 

Baron, Gerry in Memory of Jerry Bank & Eugene Kohan 
Baron, Gerry in Memory of Mayer Setton 
Becker, George & Joyce in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Bender, Ella & Chaim In Memory of  Rose Oslinsker Shapiro 
Bender, Ella & Chaim In Memory of Mayer Setton 

Bennett, Dean in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Bennett, Dean in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Bennett, Dean in Memory of Mayer Setton 
Birnholz, Alan & Lynne in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Birnholz, Alan & Lynne in Memory of Paul Shapiro 

Birnholtz, Alan & Lynne In Memory of Mayer Setton 
Blake, Judy & Kane, Anita (Education Place) in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Blitman, Jeff & Rebecca in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca in Memory of Mayer Setton 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca In Memory of  Lillian “Aunt Lilly” Friedman 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca In Memory of  Jay Robert Goldman 

Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca In Memory of Rosella Leeds 
Flanagan, Selma in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Feiertag, Steve Memorial plaque in Memory of Eileen Feiertag, wife 
Feiertag, Steve Memorial plaques in Memory of Nat Feiertag & Elayne Feiertag 
Glickman, Lenore in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Glickman, Lenore in Memory of Mayer Setton 
Glickman, Mark & Lisa in Memory of Mayer Setton 

Goldman, Donna in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Goldman, Donna in Memory of Mayer Setton 
Goldstein, Nason & Carole in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Greenfield, Constance (Connee) in Memory of Mayer Setton 
Gross, Mel & Barbara in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Grossman, Joe & Holly in Memory of Paul Shapiro 

Grossman, Joe & Holly in Memory of Mayer Setton 
Heller, Robert & Gertrude in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Jacobs, Earl & Roz in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Kalmore, Eleanor in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Kaplan, Lila in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Kaplan, Lila In Memory of  Mayer Setton 

Kaplan, Lila  Etz Chaim Book- In Memory of  Ruth Laulicht 
Kaufman, Marilyn in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Liebowitz, Arnie & Zan in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Marcus, Jeffrey & Barbara in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Marcus, Jeffrey & Barbara In Memory of Mayer Setton 

Marcus, Jeffrey & Barbara in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Mizne, Norbert & Ramona in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Perlman, Sam & Linda in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Perlman, Sam & Linda In Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Perlman, Sam & Linda In Memory of Mayer Setton 
Pine, Charlotte in Memory of Jerry Bank 

Silver, Gayle in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Silverman, Morry & Sallee in Memory of Paul Shapiro 
Steinhart, Albert & Lorraine in Memory of Jerry Bank 
Sukienik, Lenny & Cari in Memory of Mayer Setton 
Woods, Karen in Memory of Mayer Setton 
Zislen, Andrea in Memory of Milton Eisner 

Thank you  Gerry Baron for your  2020 High Holiday Donation 
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Bank, Florine Donation in Appreciation  of Rabbi Matan Peled 

Blitman, Jeff &          
Rebecca Donation 

in Appreciation  of Covid 19 advice 
given by Dr. Mel Kohan 

Blitman, Jeff &          
Rebecca Donation 

in Appreciation  of Covid 19 advice 
given by Dr. Lenny Sukienik 

Blitman, Jeff &              
Rebecca 

Prayer Book 
fund 

In Honor or TBJ  women who organized 
& participated in WL Shabbat 

Blitman, Jeff &          
Rebecca Donation 

In Honor of Lynne Birnholz chanting 
Haftorah 

Blitman, Jeff &         
Rebecca Donation 

In Honor of Sallee Silverman for her    
leadership 

Blitman, Jeff &       
Rebecca        Donation 

In Honor of Ella Bender for Torah      
reading 

Blitman, Jeff &         
Rebecca Donation 

In Honor of  an  Aliyah &                    
opportunity to read Torah at WL     
Shabbat 

Blitman, Jeff &         
Rebecca Donation 

For all things Lenore Glickman does for 
TBJ 

Blitman, Jeff &       
Rebecca Donation  R’Fua Shlomos for Pincus Peled 
Blitman, Jeff &       
Rebecca Donation R’Fua Shlomos for Richard Nadeau 
Blitman, Jeff &       
Rebecca Donation R’Fua Shlomos for Rosario Schlobohm 
Blitman, Jeff &       
Rebecca         Donation 

In Honor of  Morry Silverman and all he 
does for TBJ 

Geller, Denise Donation In Honor ofher dad's 98th   birthday 

Kaplan, Lila Donation 
For continued good health to Holly     
Albrecht 

Kaplan, Lila Donation In Honor of  Ella Bender chanting Torah 

Kaplan, Lila Donation In Honor of Liz Thal for a job well done 
Kaplan, Lila Donation For a successful personal   outcome 

Kaplan, Lila Donation 
For her daughter, Holly, to have  a 
healthy  return to teaching 

Kaplan, Lila Donation In Honor of Lenore Glickman's birthday 

Kaplan, Lila Donation 
In Honor of the Bat Mitzvah of Brooke 
Meyerson 

Liebowitz, Arnie & Zan Donation In Honor of Women’s League   Shabbat 

Liebowitz, Wendy Donation 

In Honor of Zan Liebowitz for honored 
with an Aliyah & Torah for women's 
League Shabbat 

Schoenberger, Marilyn Donation In appreciation of Lila Kaplan 

Shoenfeld, Eileen Donation Anonymous  

Bank, Florine Yahrzeit Rose Milewitz 

Baron, Gerry Yahrzeit 
Kerry Baron, Janice Baron, 
& Marilyn Baron 

Baron, Gerry Yahrzeit Kerry Baron & Janice Baron 
Baron, Gerry Yahrzeit Sarah Hoffman 
Birnholz, Alan & 
Lynne Yahrzeit Anne Levin  

Charson, Marlene Yahrzeit Idel  Rothstein 

Cohen, Alan Yahrzeit Phyllis Cohen 

Elkin, Gladys Yahrzeit Eva B. Spielberg 

Elkin, Gladys Yahrzeit Herman L. Feldman 

Feiertag, Steve Yahrzeit Elayne Feiertag 

Feiertag, Steve Yahrzeit Gladys Silverman 

Feiertag, Steve Yahrzeit Anna Marenberg 

Feiertag, Steve Yahrzeit Howard Heiferman 

Feiertag, Steve Yahrzeit Sam Silverman 

Feiertag, Steve Yahrzeit Nettie Heifernan 
Feiertag, Steve Yahrzeit Steven Heifernan 

Gross, Mel & Barb Yahrzeit Jacob Gross 

Gross, Mel & Barb Yahrzeit Martha Gross 

Gross, Mel & Barb Yahrzeit Sylvia Konikow 

Feldman, Malcolm Yahrzeit Gerald Feldman 

Freedman, Sherre Yahrzeit Irving Mandell 

Freiertag, Steve Yahrzeit Eileen Feiertag 

Goldman, Donna Yahrzeit David Mitchell 
Grossman, Joe  &         
Holly Yahrzeit Estelle Fourens  
Grossman, Joe &   
Holly Yahrzeit Eli Fourens  

Heit, Susan Yahrzeit Gerald Bilsky 

Heit, Susan Yahrzeit Sylvia  Heit 

Lederer, Judy Yahrzeit Otto Hahn  

Lederer, Judy Yahrzeit Leo Lederer 

Patrusky, Leonard & 
Roslyn Yahrzeit Sylvia Patrusky 

Patrusky, Leonard & 
Roslyn Yahrzeit Beatrice Pollack 

Seider, Marvin Yahrzeit Arline Seider 

Spooner, James  & 
Beverly Yahrzeit Irving & Florence Mandell 

Sukienik, Lenny & 
Cari Yahrzeit Leslie Rosenblatt 

Turner, Ronald &   
Mara Yahrzeit Stanley Aronowitz 

Wolf, Werner Yahrzeit Martha Wolf 

Bauman, Pinchas & Orly Oneg  & Kiddush for upcoming                                    Bar Mitzvah of Yair Bauman  

Cohan, Alan &   Andrea    Virtual Oneg/Kiddush in Memory of                 Herman Sherman & Seymour Cohan 

Feiertag, Steve  Virtual Oneg in Memory of      Elayne Feiertag 

Heit, Susan  Virtual Oneg/Kiddush in Memory   Sylvia Heit 

Heit, Susan  Virtual Oneg  in Honor of the                         50th anniversary of her Bat Mitzvah 

Kohan, Mel  Virtual Oneg in Memory of        Olga Kohan 

Molow, Bert  Virtual Oneg  in Memory of      Belle Molow 

Molow, Bert  Virtual Oneg in Memory of   Henry Molow 

Silverman, Sallee  Virtual Oneg in Honor of the  birthdays of   Morry Silverman & Bernie Eisenman 

Sukienik, Lenny & Cari    Virtual Women’s League Shabbat Oneg/Kiddush  And In Memory of Reuven Sukienik 

            

GENERAL DONATIONS                             YAHRZEIT DONATIONS                             
Donations from 12/21/20 to 2/23/21 

            VIRTUAL ONEG & KIDDUSH 
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Many thanks to Rabbi Peled, Morah Michelle and Morah 
Amber for our Sunday Purim event.  Very special Kol 

HaKavod to chef Lenore and assistant chefs Liz and Shai  
Peled for the Hamentashen cooking demonstration.    

What fun for all who participated!  
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We have a first place winner at the  
No Excuse for Abuse Contest 

Well done Aili DeLisi! 
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Education Committee 

Passover 2021 
 
I’m thinking about Passover, just a few weeks away and this year again, it will probably not be observed the 
same way as the favorite holiday that I love to remember.  I cherish the Seder memories from not just my 
youth but also the years enjoying our children and grandchildren participate.    
 
Maybe this year beyond charoseth and all the other elements of the Seder plate and the traditional meal that I 
will of course prepare, I can do something unique.   I’m thinking of making my own Haggadah.  The Haggadah 
is after all, just a participatory story book with a specific order, prayers and some important items to include 
and discuss.     
 
Our religious school students have in the past years created their own Haggadot or enjoyed a specially de-
signed Haggadah for children so I’m pretty sure of the needed features.   

I like referring to Passover as Hag ha-Herut, The Holiday of Freedom.  My Haggadah will focus on the wish for 
freedom through prayer, study, and learning and a short lesson of Jewish history, literature, and religion. I will 
encourage the appreciation of freedom in our lives today and the importance of using that freedom and our 
responsibility for Tikkun Olam.   

I won’t forget the importance of four:  the four cups of wine, the four types of children (I have some issues with 
this but we will deal with it), the four questions, the four types of food on the Seder Plate, the four blessings, 
the four names for Passover.   

It will be easy to include an extra mention of our responsibility to protect nature as we dip the karpas. I’ll re-
member the cup of wine for Elijah. I’ll also include an orange on the table to commemorate the fruitfulness that 
previously marginalized individuals bring to the Jewish community.    

Once I have my outline prepared, I will use the internet search and begin the really hard work of downloading 
the most appropriate “Make My Own Haggadah” program that will give my Haggadah some sort of a profes-
sional appearance.    

The first Seder is Saturday night, March 27.  I wish you good health, a sweet and mean-
ingful Passover.  Whatever lessons and discussions you and your families include in 
your Seder may you remember the importance of history, and freedom, and the respon-
sibility that comes with those blessings.  If you haven’t in the past, I hope you will also 
include an orange on your Seder table. 

Chag Sameach,- Andrea Cohan 

 
 
 

 
 

For more information call Ella Bender 
at: 561-656-1916 
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A Note From the Palm Beach County Food Project 

The wonderful members of Temple B'nai Jacob contributed 14 more bags of food to those in need in February. 
... undoubtedly more than that since Karen Woods already helped empty the hallway and took some bags di-
rectly to the Pantry. 
  
 The very special folks on my list contributed 45 bags total, so you can see that The Temple made up about 33 
percent of the total, which is phenomenal. 
  
The generosity of your congregation to the cause of feeding those in need in Palm Beach County is truly heart-
warming. 
  
 I will get back to you with the total bags collected today, but I could not continue without dropping you a note 
of thanks to pass along to your dedicated members. 
  
CROS Ministries is truly benefitting so much from your generosity. 
  
Again, please pass along my thanks to everyone. 
I cannot tell you how much your generosity means to those in need. 
  
Have a blessed week. 
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A Word from the Chesed 
Committee (formerly the Sunshine  

Committee) 
 

• In need of a friendly voice 
• In need of get well wishes 

•     In need of a friend to share a  
     holiday meal with 

 
     If you or any member of your family,  

         or if you know of anyone in our  
        Temple family that is in need,  

    please let us know.  
 

Please call Liz Thal at the Temple  
 561-793-4347, or e –mail Lenore Glickman, lesmg@comcast.net  
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HONOR OR MEMORIALIZE 

A FRIEND OR LOVED ONE BY DEDICATING A 

SIDDUR OR HUMASH 
 

Create a lasting tribute and help support  

Temple B’nai Jacob 

 by dedicating a copy of either 

Siddur Sim Shalom or Humash Etz Hayim 

for only $36 
 

 

PLEASE COMPLETE A SEPARATE FORM FOR 
EACH DEDICATION AND EITHER SEND  

PAYMENT TO THE SHUL OFFICE OR CALL TO 
MAKE ARRANGEMENTS 

 

 

TEMPLE B’NAI JACOB OF WELLINGTON 

12794 FOREST HILL BLVD. SUITE 6 

WELLINGTON, FL 33414 

561-793-4347 

bnaijacobofwell@aol.com 

 

 
We are collecting non-perishable food and 

canned goods all year long. 
 

Please bring your donations to the Temple. 
 

Together we can help feed the community. 
 
 

 
Dear Temple B’nai Jacob family, 

 
I can not thank you enough for the 

multiple calls, donations made, 
emails, and texts I received from you 

in memory of my father. 
It makes all the difference during 

difficult times. 
I am very proud and honored to  

belong to this community. 
With sincere appreciation, 

Liz 
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Do you want to receive our Temple emails? 
Call the office and give us  

your email address at: 
 

561-793-4347 

 

 

We’re on the Web! 
See us at: 

Www.templebnaijacob.com 
And Follow us on  

 
 
 
Www.facebook.com/templebnaijacob 
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Please remember all of your wonderful opportuni-
ties to honor or memorialize loved ones or to mark 

special occasions with a contribution to 
Temple B’nai Jacob of Wellington. 

 
Remember birthdays, yahrzeits, and more with a 
gift to the Rabbi’s Discretionary fund, one of the 
Temple funds, or through the Sisterhood’s Oneg/

Kiddush sponsorship program. 
 

For more information, call the Temple at  
561-793-4347 

Advertising Agreement 
B’nai Jacob of Wellington “Voice” 

 

Date: ___________ 
 

I agree to place an ad in the Temple B’nai Jacob of Wellington “Voice” for a term of six (6) issues, 

starting with the ____________ issue for $____________. 

           [*month/year] 

Firm /entity name: _______________________________________________________ 

Address: _______________________________________________________________ 

City: ___________________________________  State: ________  Zip: _____________ 

Phone: _________________________________ 

Authorized signature: _____________________________________________________ 

Print name: _____________________________________________________________ 

VOICE 

Business card ad [3.5" x 2"]      $136/yr 

1/4 page ad [4" x 5.25"]              $200/yr 

1/2 page ad [8" x 5.25"]              $360/yr 

Full page ad [8" x 10.5"]             $500/yr 

 

Yizkor Book (inside cover)         $300 

Yizkor Book  (outside cover)        $400 

Full Page                                        $200  *The B’nai Jacob of Wellington “Voice” newsletter is published six (6) times a year: 

                                 Jan/Feb, March/April, May/June, July/August, Sept/Oct, and Nov/Dec. 
 

 

 

Please make checks payable to Temple B’nai Jacob of Wellington. 
Mail this form along with your “camera ready” art to:    
  Temple B’nai Jacob 
  12794 West Forest Hill Blvd,  

Suite #6 
  Wellington, FL  33414 
Or email art files to: bnaijacobofwell@aol.com 
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2 brothers raise $5,000 to provide meals to Wellington 
Regional Medical Center staff 

Boys raise money through donations for their bar mitzvah 

We are so proud of Arthur and Jasper Hu-Manning raising money 
for the Hospital Workers at Wellington Regional Hospital. 
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Mazel Tov to Yair Bauman for becoming a Bar Mitzvah 
on Saturday, April 17,  

Parsha Tazria-Metzorah. 
 

Yair Bauman was born in Israel and grew up on a Moshav. 
He moved to Wellington with his two older brothers, Alon 
and Gilad, and his parents Orly and Pinchas in 2017. Yair 
is very involved in his school work and preparing for his 

Bar Mitzvah. In his spare time, he excels in soccer, cooking 
his favorite meals like pizza and salad, all things comput-

ers, and reading assigned novels--right now that's Lifeboat 
12. Yair is a true mensch in the spirit of other great Jewish 
luminaries such as Mendel Berlinger, Leonard Hacker, 

and Donald J. Rickles. (Milton Berle, Buddy Hackett, 
and Don Rickles, respectively.)  
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Thank you to everyone who has donated dry and                 
non-perishable food items for our local pantry.  

 

These are trying times in our community and at TBJ we are 
proud to be able to deliver monthly generous amounts           

of food. 
 

The food collection is an on-going project so please consider 
picking up an extra item or two when you shop, it goes  a long 

way!  
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